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MOTIVATION AND PROMOTION WORK: THE ESSENCE OF TERMS 

AND DISPLAY THEM IN ACCOUNTING 

Development of market relations and creation of stable economic growth in 

Ukraine nowadays demands effective usage of all resources that applied in the 

process of industry. 

First of all it concerns working forces. In order labour resources operate more 

effective it's necessary to reconsider and realize the reform of modern system of 

payment for work, to apply effective mechanism of labour stimulation that gives the 

possibility to improve of final results of enterprise activity as well as to heighten 

standard of living of workers. 

As a result both economy and population will gain  because reasonable stimulation 

is planned with the aim of constant exceeding results over spending. Research of 

scientists is directed on studying of stimulation, its aspects, methods, etc or labour 

productivity, its dimension and reserves of increasing. 

In total modern scientific works of scientists practically is absent area that 

discovers logical connection between additional stimulation of workers (besides 

wages) and its influence on change of labour productivity that give positive final 

results of production and profits for enterprise.  

For solution of this problem it is necessary to fulfill the tasks:  to identify 

economic essence of concept «financial stimulation of workers», differ concepts 

«motivation» and «stimulation», to examine methods of organizing material 

incentives of workers at the enterprise and display it in accounting. 

Taking notice of advanced factors of labour activity of a man it is necessary to 

recover their essence, difference and distinctive features. To our mind motivation 

should be consider on the individual level of every worker separately, everyone has 

his own motives to labour activity. 



Stimulation is the most summarizing term that is used as a whole for all working 

staff and it can have different forms and methods of usage. System of stimulation 

bring results on the level of enterprise. 

However in spite of the difference of these two concepts it's perfectly obvious that 

both motivation and stimulation have common aim increasing results and 

productivity of labour for both a worker and an enterprise as a whole. 

Studying theme realized in borders of accounting should pay attention on scale of 

enterprise, its accounting is represented real stimulation that promotes increasing 

productivity of labour. Every enterprise aspires to increase its results at the least 

spending and applies material incentives effectiveness of which in final results plan 

exceeding production over spending. 

From the side of a worker the result is advantageous as well, because he receives 

both wages and additional payments, rises, compensations, incentive bonuses and 

others. 

For forming the main regulations of methods of financial stimulation in record it is 

necessary to define that material stimulation of a worker is a part of labour payment 

and methodical aspects of material stimulation is necessary in the context of labour 

payment. 

For more detail studying methods of material stimulation was developed and in 

accordance with it we need consider normal regulation of material stimulation, basis 

for installing measures, promoting stimulation, objects regulating this process and 

first of all displaying in accounting economic operations connected with material 

stimulation and their influence on accountability of enterprise.             
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